
Why is there a limit on village permits?
Mt Buller’s Village is for pedestrians and vehicles. Village permits are limited by the supply of parking bays.
Given the growing popularity of Mt Buller, it is possible that the demand for village permits will exceed capacity. If that 
occurs, then the RMB will allocate permits as equitably as possible. 

Who is eligible to apply?
Applicants must satisfy ONE of the following:

• Be an apartment or parking bay owner,

• Be a current lodge / club member,

• Have leased an apartment or club for the entire season.

For some sites and permit types, other criteria may apply.

What types of permits are there? Permit types vary between sites

TYPE  DESCRIPTION
On-site 

Roadside 

Access

On-site  
Transferable 

• Parking bays are located within the specified site boundaries.

• Parking spaces are located outside specified site boundaries

•  Allows 30-minute passenger and luggage drop off/collection at a
specified site. After drop off, the vehicle must park roadside between
Tip Corner and the CSIR ramp or in an overnight car park, as directed
by Parking Attendants.

•  Drivers entitled to complimentary transfers to/from the Village Square
during ride share operating hours.

•  Located in a designated and self-contained car park with
a managed system of entry and exit (i.e. lockup garage).

•  The transfer of the permit between vehicles will be the sole
responsibility of the permit holder.

Where do I park when in the Village?
Parking is only available in your nominated bay. Vehicles must be entirely contained within the parking 
bay to avoid obstructing the flow of traffic, snow clearing or waste collection. Parking infringements  
will be issued to vehicles located in unauthorized bays.

If your allocated parking bay is unavailable or you’re an access permit holder, the vehicle must leave the 
Village and park roadside between Tip Corner and the CSIR ramp or in an overnight car park, as directed by 
Parking Attendants.

Can I drive around the Village?
No, driving around the Village (shopping, ski school, restaurants for example) is prohibited and infringements 
may be issued.

Can I provide transport to other guests or their luggage to/from the car park?
No, transporting people or luggage from any car park to the Village or the Village to any car park is prohibited and 
may result in loss of Permit.

Can I tow a trailer into the Village?
Trailers are not permitted to enter the Village.
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Are there any additional requirements for drivers?
Capable of fitting wheel chains and driving safely in snow and icy conditions; 
Must adhere to directions by Resort Management staff to fit chains when required 
Learner drivers are not permitted to drive in the Mt Buller Village.

What vehicle requirements are there?
• 4WD/AWD vehicle

A minimum ground clearance of 180mm is required plus:

› ground clearance must be permanent (air/hydraulic suspension not eligible)

› be able to be fitted with wheel chains;

› carry diamond pattern wheel chains only

• Tyres suitable for use in snowy and icy conditions experienced in extreme alpine environments:

If tyres do not have either of these markings, a letter (on letterhead) from a tyre manufacturer or reputable 
tyre retailer stating the tyres fitted are suitable for use in extreme alpine environments and provide 
equivalent performance in snowy and icy conditions is required. 
The tyres below are not suitable:

Do tyres get checked?
Yes, prior to issuing the permit. Options for tyre checking 
are advised when a permit has been allocated. 

Handy Hints
   Consider completing a training 
program on driving in snow and 
icy conditions.

   Watch Snowsafe Australia’s video 
on snow safe driving. 
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Mud and snow tyres (with the 
M + S symbol pictured above)

Highway Terrain - H/T

Snow tyres provide even 
better traction and are highly 
recommended (with the 
mountain/snowflake symbol 
pictured above)

Mud Terrain - M/T

All terrain tyres (with the 
A/T symbol pictured above)




